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Munkacsy, twinned with the Mascheroni 

high school in Bergamo and unit- mind to 

President Rossi, did homage to the high 

school principal of an artistic glass 

realizzazio- it donated by the Provincial, 

and by the cia. There were also moments 

you emozionan- of the Hungarian and 

Italian national anthems, sung by a studen- 

Tessa Institute Galli Bergamasca mo and 

the Ode to Joy performed by the Dean of 

the Mor- lanwelz high school, in Belgium. 

After al-Cune participating schools have 

signed the Memorandum of Understanding 

for the creation of the network inter- 

national Giovanidee for location in Europe. 

In the local theater, the submission of 

student work which was followed by the 

announcement of the winners and the gala 

dinner.

symbolize the theme of the con- course 

"Safeguarding the plan- neta" through 

the symbolic passing of a great map- 

world. The VA- rie authorities are taking 

place starting from the mayor of 

Kaposvar, to follow regarded the 

president of the Province of Bergamo 

Matteo Rossi and Regional Adviser Paul 

Franco brought the greetings of the 

Lombardy Region, and finally the 

president of the association Giovanidee 

Gianpietro Benigni. The presidential 

Benigni you drew between the grounds 

of the manifestation of Kaposvar, the 

celebrazio- ni for the 100 years of high 

school

Competition

The final day with 250 

students. Signed the 

protocol for the

international cooperation

It was concluded in Kapo- 

svar, Hungary, the twelfth edition of 

the young-dee competition. The day 

began with a parade of 250 students 

attending the event, in the main streets 

of Kaposvar; accom- panied by the 

band of the town. In places the ragaz- 

zi had a get-together, where we 

wanted

In Hungary Giovanidee network for Europe

Benigni, Franco Rossi and deliver the gift

sone and situations. So training to be 

better meet the needs, accompany 

pove- ri as a witness of charity and 

establish friendly relations with them. " 

The San Vincenzo Bertolt gamasca 

counts 702 members, subdivided into 

75 conferences. Last year rescued 

6,614 people and 1,798 households, 

and has managed to get out of the 

needed 200 people. The part most 

consisten-

na our association. " It is a passage of 

the report Se- rena Rondi, Nembro, 

neopre- dent diocesan Society of St 

Vincent, during the annual assembly 

passes, yesterday in Villag- Thu 

Gabrieli. There were three OL- percent 

Vincentians. "The first pillar is prayer. 

Then the group, where members put in 

common experiences, and home visits, 

to know per-

The budget

The Company has 702 members: in 2017 

rescued 1,798 families. The biggest 

problems related to labor, debt and 

loneliness

"Prayer group VI- site at 

home, accompanying the poor chin, 

Training, friendly relations. They are 

the six pillars on which cammi-

you went to those who have problems at 

work, followed by loneliness, de biti, illness, 

separations, it sfrat- and gaming 

addictions, drugs and alcohol. The San 

Vincenzo also makes use of funded 

projects and calls foundations or 

partnerships with municipalities, 

organizations and associations. Then there 

are the tradi- tional commitments to 

children in need and their families and to 

the reality of the prison. Prizes were 

awarded to the students of the middle 

school Mazzi who have done volunteer 

nell'associa- tion and adolescents dell'ora- 

thorium Nembro for the exhibition for the 

90th anniversary of San Vincenzo lo- cale.

Carmelo Epis

San Vincenzo, 6000 people helped: 

mostly unemployed

The assembly of San Vincenzo

CAMILLA WHITE

Finally he arrived. There is 

the green light from the City of Ardea 

agreement with Provincial, cia of 

Bergamo and the Ministry of Culture 

and Tourism for the enhancement of 

the work of Giacomo Manzu. A 

concrete step towards signing the 

protocol to a year after the launch of 

the initiative by dell'istituzio- any of the 

Tasso, the first to accept the appeal 

for re-discover the artist Bergamasca 

masco launched by pages of our 

newspaper.

"The first concrete step"

"The wait is over. Known to be the 

timing of a ministry are not short, what 

is that to reach AG- Ardea there were 

elections and we DO- vuto restart 

relations with

Manzù, Ardea the field with Bergamo

The agreement. Green light of the cartel Lazio City Council with the Province and Mibact, supported by Eco Objective: enhance the The agreement. Green light of the cartel Lazio City Council with the Province and Mibact, supported by Eco Objective: enhance the 

figure of the sculptor through the exchange of works and promotion of itineraries

the new administration, but we are 

finally there, "says the president of the 

Province of Bergamo, Matthew Rossi. 

The agreement provides for a 

three-way collaboration conducted by 

means to make known the works 

DEL- sculptor preserved in Ber- gamo, 

his native land, and Ardea, in the 

museum house where Giacomo 

Manzoni spent the last years of his 

life. To this end it will set up a working 

group, a tato Scientific Com- that will 

end up de-FI nalizzate strategies and 

initiatives to enhance the artistic 

production of Manzu. Ardea 

undertakes to promote events and 

semi- nars, to raise funds to bor- if 

didatti- of study and activities, and to 

organize cultural and tourism 

initiatives around the house museum.

The Province of Bergamo will do 

the same in orobico territory and 

already moved on this road. "Our the 

objectives are essentially two

- Rossi explains -: get Prestiti rotation 

of the artifacts to be exhibited at 

Ardea in Bergamo (and therefore ask 

the collabora- tion of organizations 

and associations who want to make 

themselves available to house the 

works) and create tourist itineraries 

and cultural Manzu in the places 

where he lived and was to formation. " 

With a desire to re-it is in the 

background. "Our gno SO-is to create 

a museum

noble wing of the building via rate, 

when it is free from the- skied 

Prefecture destined to translocate to 

Palaz- della Libertà zo. A museum 

that would enrich the collection of 

works by Manzu already exposed in 

our space down in the open. " The 

task of Mibact will support and 

sponsor initiatives created by the 

agreement, offer the cooperation of 

experts and support the 

implementation of Art bonuses and 

other tax minds instrument for the 

protection and enhancement of the 

work of the master.

The invitation to Ardea

Meanwhile, on the occasion of the 

arrival of Pope Gio- vanni remains in 

Bergamo (from 24 to 10 June Thu 

Mag-), have previ- ste first initiatives 

related to the enhancement of the 

figure and work of the artist. These 

include a show in Tasso and the 

presentation of a map, made by the 

Province with the Carrara Academy 

Foundation, which indi- cation places 

and works of the sculptor in orobico 

territory. "We have invited the 

administrative nistratori of Ardea to 

come to Bergamo in the days when 

the urgent na with Pope Ron- calluses 

remains will be in town, it would be the 

best OC-tunity to begin to confront the 

turi Fu projects dedicated to Manzu ', 

ca auspi- the Provincial, cia president.
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n Rossi: We invited n Rossi: We invited 

ardiesi 

administrators to 

visit the city in May

n The dream of the n The dream of the 

Province: a museum 

dedicated to the sculptor in 

the building in Via Tasso

A Manzù sculpture in the courtyard of the palace of the Province 

The comment

The widow happy 

about this 

collaboration

Informed, last year, the president of the 

province Matteo Rossi intention to begin a 

collaboration between Bergamo and Ardea in 

the name of her husband, the widow of the 

Bergamo sculptor Inge Manzù, who lives in 

the town of Lazio, had said it welcomed and 

declared to the 

our newspaper: "I am happy with this 

arrangement. Bergamo is the city of my 

James, and it's nice to be reminded of him. 

As for the collaboration with the Museum of 

Ardea, so be it. It is right that the works in the 

collection are provided for initiatives aimed 

at making the art of my husband. "

MANZÙ ROOM

art exhibition Circle

It was inaugurated in Manzu 

Provincial Hall, the collective of 

members of the artistic Bergamo 

Circle entitled "The Landscape." 

Presented by President Cesar 

Morales, the vice president and 

the secretary Maranno Katy 

Pesenti. The exhibition will be 

open until 15 May: Monday to 

Saturday from 16 to 19, Sundays 

from 10 to 12 and from 16 to 19.

HIGH CITY

Pastors Bergamo 

Tuesday rally

Tuesday at 10 on St. Augustine 

stands in the Upper Town of 

Bergamo shepherd dogs the 

rally. The initiative is open to all 

holders of these four-legged 

friends is planning a walk up to 

Old Town Square. Organize the 

Sat Association (Society of 

Pastor amateurs Bergamo), 

chaired by Guidobono 

Cavalchini of Ponteranica with 

the counselor Marialuisa 

Cordone Gorlago.

The presentation
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